Dominic and his team have undertaken a number of jobs for us over the
years, most recently a kitchen refurbishment.
This involved completely gutting the current ki tchen and there were some
structural considerations here, which Dom and his team were able to
advise on and seek solutions to. These involved removal of a chimney
breast (including fit ting two steels in order to support the f loor above),
removal of a bay window in order to rebuild f lush, and also removal of part
of a wall to accommodate the addition of bi-fold doors.
In addition, the kitchen f loor was removed and re-laid with under-f loor
heating, the plumbing was redirected to another part of the room, (as was
the gas supply) and completely new electrical wi ring was installed
throughout.
During the course of the refurbishment i t was also apparent that our walls
were not straight enough for the ki tchen to be installed and Dominic
arranged for them to be re-plastered to ensure that the finished ki tchen
looked perfect. Knowing that we had Dom and his team on board to fi t the
ki tchen for us as well, meant that we could choose a “supply only”
company, which gave us better options.
Dom also managed to hand-build a cupboard to house our boiler out of the
same facia that the ki tchen is made from, which just fi ts so well, and the
boiler now disappears into the room. Fantastic!
The finished job was immaculate and Dom and his team were organised
and efficient in their work, as ever.
Dominic is always helpful and a pleasure to have around. H is
workmanship is always very good and he is more than willing to advise on
both building work, as well as help with decisions on in terior decoration and so far he’s not made any recommendations that we haven’t taken on
board.
We have a few other jobs that we are currently considering, but one thing
we are certain of, is that we will only be using Dom and his team to do the
work for us.
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